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E
ver since the Meiji period, Japanese Buddhist scholars have been 
attempting to clarify when, where, for what reason, and by whom 
MahAyAna Buddhism was established. With the introduction from the 
West of the modern text critical approach using Pali texts, a con­
troversy arose as to whether the Mahayana sQtras were indeed the true 
words of the Buddha, with scholars such as Murakami SenjO 
(1851*1929)  and Maeda Eun (1857-1930) exchanging heated de­
* This is a revised version of a paper published in Japanese, “Daijd bukkyO zaike
kigen seUu no mondaiten” (A Study on the Origin of
Mahayana Buddhism), ZZtwwzo/fo Daigaku Bungakubu KenkyU KiyQ
[FuWeri/t of Faculty of Letters, Hanazono University] 27 (1995): 29-62. The
translation was made by Mayumi Iacobacci, and edited and revised by Jonathan Silk.
1 See Hubert Durt, Problems o/Chronology and Eschatology: Four Lectures on fAe
bates over the issue. In academic circles, the existence of the Southern 
tradition of Pali Buddhism became the determining factor which led 
scholars to conclude that the Mahayana sUtras were not the Buddha’s 
words, subsequent to which there arose yet another question: if the 
Buddha did not establish Mahayana Buddhism, who then compiled the 
Mahayana sutras?
As early as the mid-Edo period, Tominaga Nakamoto 
(1715-1746) set forth a theory of historical accretion (£q/0 tra_E) which 
claimed that MahfiySuia Buddhism was not established by the Buddha.1 
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This view was denounced so strongly by scholars of the time that no 
one paid heed to it thereafter. It was not until the Meiji period, when 
the view that Mah&y&na Buddhism was not established by the Buddha 
became the dominant one, that the origin of Mahayana Buddhism 
became a significant research theme in Japan? Many scholars have 
since dealt with the issue, mainly by investigating the different doctrinal 
positions of early Mahayana sutras and comparing them with the doc­
trines established prior to the emergence of the Mahayana, thus allow­
ing one to speculate on the origin of Mahayana Buddhism, The eflforts 
of these scholars were fruitful in the sense that they were able to clarify 
the nature of Mahayana Buddhism, but they were still unable to an­
swer the crucial questions of when, where, for what reason, and by 
whom Mahayana Buddhism was established?
This was the situation that prevailed until Hirakawa Akira 
published his innovative work, Shoki Daijo BukkyQ no Kenkya
(A Study of Early Mahayana Buddhism) in 1968/ Hiraka- 
wa’s study created quite a sensation, since his research methods and 
conclusions were a significant departure from existing theories. What 
made his work so sensational was that, while grounded in the study 
of Mahayana doctrines, it also took into consideration the social con­
ditions of the Buddhist communities of the time, searching therein for 
clues to the nature of the Mahayana Buddhist communities alluded to 
in the Mahayana sutras. Prior to Hirakawa1 s work, the generally ac­
cepted view was that Mahayana Buddhism developed from out of sec­
tarian Buddhism? As Mahasanighika doctrines are quite similar to
'Essay on Buddhism' hy Tonwnaga Nakamoto (1715-1746). The Italian School of East 
Asian Papers, Occasional Papers 4 (Kyoto: Istituto Italiano di Cultura/Scuola di Studi 
sull'Asia Orientale, 1994), and Michael Pye, Emerging from Meditation (Honolulu; 
University of Hawai’i Press, 1990).
3 See Hirakawa Akira ¥ JI If#, Shoki Daijo Bukkyo no KenkyU[A 
Study of Early Mahayana Buddhism) i, Hirakawa Akira ChosakushO
[Collected Works of Hirakawa Akira] 3 (Tokyo: ShunjU-sha 1989): 10-17, See
also Mizuno Kogen KyQten: Sono seiritsu to tenkai
(Tokyo: KOsei shuppankai, 1990): 29-48. Found in English in Buddhist Sutras: Origin, 
Development, Transmission (Tokyo: Kdsei Publishing, 1982).
3 See A Study of Early Mahayana Buddhism I, pp. 17-25.
4 Tokyo: ShunjQ-sha. The two-volume revised edition of this work is included in the 
Collected Works of Hirakawa Akira in (1989) and iv (1990),
5 There is a theory that Mahayana Buddhism appeared as a countermovement to the 
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those of Mahayana Buddhism, the sectarian MahasOipghika school 
was widely thought to be the origin of Mahayana Buddhism. Hiraka­
wa, however, firmly rejected this view and presented ample evidence 
from his detailed research findings to discount it. He went even so far 
as to deny any direct relation between sectarian Buddhism and 
Mahayana Buddhism, advocating what is now known as the “Hiraka- 
wa theory”: that Mahayana Buddhism was not established by the or­
dained members of the sectarian communities but by lay Buddhists 
who engaged J in religious activities connected with stOpa worship. His 
detailed research and consistent argumentation were enough to con­
vince a broad group of scholars and as a result, for the past two de­
cades in Japan, the mystery of the origin of Mahayana Buddhism was 
considered largely solved.
Recently, however, scholars have begun to question the validity of 
the Hirakawa theory from various angles,* although no one has present­
ed a consistent argument that can soundly refute the whole theory. 
Now, in the present paper, after uncovering significant contradictions 
in his argument, I will reexamine Hirakawa’s work from a critical per­
spective. In the course of my research I met several other scholars who 
were also critical of the Hirakawa theory, and we came to hold regular 
meetings to discuss our findings on the origins of Mahayana Bud-
Abhidharma study of a sectarian Buddhism that had became overly complicated and 
specialized. Regarding this argument, see Mizuno KOgen, “Buha bukkyO yori daijo
bukkyO e no tehkai” SJJRfMJ 0 [The Development from Sectarian
Buddhism to Mahayana Buddhism], in Miyamoto Shoson ^^lEM, ed., Daffo BukkyO
no Seiritsushiteki KenkyQ [Study of the Formation History of
Mahayana Buddhism] (Tokyo: Sanseidc 1954): 259-268. The majority of
Western scholars subscribe to the theory that lay Buddhism established Mahayana Bud­
dhism. Jonathan Silk provides arguments critical of this stance in “The Victorian Crea­
tion of Buddhism” (review article), Journal of Indian Philosophy 22 (1994): 171- 196.
6 See Gregory Schopen, “TWo Problems in the History of Indian Buddhism: The 
Layman/Monk Distinction and the Doctrines of the Transference of Merit,” Studien
zur Indologie und Iranistik 10 (1985): 9-47; Yamaguchi ZuihO “Sanrinshojd
no fuse: Daijo bukkyO no mokuteki wa gedatsu de wa nai”
0 ' [What should be realized by the MahSylna Buddhist], Naritosan Buk­
kyO KenkyQsho KiyO {Journal of Naritasan Institute for Buddhist Studies} ftEEBIlUMf
15 (1992): 577-6^; Hakamaya Noriaki Wr&WfB “HokekyO to hongaku
shisO” [The Saddharmapundartkastltra and the Original Enlighten­
ment Theory], Komazawa Daigaku Bukkyogakubu Ronsha {Journal of Buddhist Stu- 
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dhism. At one such meeting some years ago, I presented a summary of 
my research regarding the contradictions in the Hirakawa theory, out 
of which this paper grew. Needless to say, a detailed treatment of 
Hirakawa's voluminous study would require further consideration, 
and at this point I am not fully prepared for the challenge. However, I 
do believe that the present study will contribute to clarifying the major 
strands of a critical approach to the Hirakawa theory. As a preliminary 
examination of Hirakawa's A Study of Early Mahayana Buddhism,
this paper introduces the main points of the Hirakawa theory, fol­
lowed by counterarguments to each point. It is hoped that these argu­
ments will suggest to scholars new directions that ongoing research can 
take regarding the origins of Mahayana Buddhism.
II
Hirakawa's A Study of Early Mahayana Buddhism, first published in 
1968, was later revised and republished in two volumes (III and IV) of 
his Collected Works in 1989 and 1990.7 For this paper, I have used the 
newer version, since it represents Hirakawa's latest views. A Study of 
dies, Department of Buddhist Studies, Komazawa University} W® 21
(1990): 111-141; “AkugO fusshoku no gishiki kanren kydten zakkd’’
[Sutras concerned with Rites for Extinguishing Evil): Part 1: Komazawa
Daigaku Bukkybgakubu KenkyQ Kiyo/Journal of the Faculty of Buddhism, Komaza- 
wa University 50 (1992): 274 (l)-247 (28); part 2: Journal of
Buddhist Studies, 23 (1992): 442 (15)-423 (34); part 3: Journal of the Faculty of Bud­
dhism, 51 (1993): 337 (l^298 (40); part 4: Journal of Buddhist Studies, 24 (1993): 434
(37)-413 (58); part 5: Komazawa Tankidaigaku KenkyQ Kiyd/Bulletin of Komazawa
Junior College 23 (1995): 95^12^7; part 6: Bulletin of Komazawa
Junior College, 24 (1996): 67-91; and Shimoda Masahiro TEHE&, Nehangyo no
kenkyQ, Daijokyoten no kenkyuhohoshiron
[A Study of the MahaparinirvorMsiutra, with a Focus on the Study of Mahayana
Sutras] (Tokyo: Shunju-sha 1997). In 1992, Hirakawa published his counterar­
guments against the criticisms so far presented in “Shoki daijO bukkyd ni okeru zaike
to shukke” [The Meaning of the Grhastha and the
Pravrajita or KumorabhUta in Early Mahayana Buddhism], Bukkyogaku flftR* 31
(1991): 1-39.
7 See note 4. The English reader may get some idea of Hirakawa’s method of presen­
tation from “The Rise of Mahayana Buddhism and its Relationship to the Worship of
Stupas,” Memoirs of the Research Department of the Toyo Bunko 22 (1963): 57-106.
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Early Mahayana Buddhism (hereafter all references are to the new edi­
tion) I and II deal with different themes, with the major theory 
Hirakawa develops contained in volume 11; volume I, also including 
many important points, serves as a prolegomenon to volume IE I will 
provide a summary of volume 1 here.
In the preface, Hirakawa offers a detailed refutation of the theory 
that Mahayapa Buddhism emerged from the MahSsdipghika sect? 
First, Hirakawa discusses the Ekottarik&gama that includes
various Mahayana elements. This stitra collection is believed to have be­
longed to the Mahasaipghika sect, and became the main reason for the 
widely accepted view that Mahayana Buddhism emerged from the 
Mahasaipghika. Hirakawa claims, however, that since the Ekot- 
tariktigama contains doctrines similar to those of the Dharmaguptaka 
sect, it cannot serve as irrefutable evidence that Mahayana Buddhism 
developed from the Mahasaipghika. Hirakawa then goes on to discuss 
such texts as tihe Fenbie gongdedun and the Buzhiyi lunshu
that have traditionally been regarded as evidence that the 
Mahasaipghika was the origin of Mahayana Buddhism, only to con*  
elude that they too do not support the extant theory. Finally, Hirakawa 
supplements ;the revised 1989 edition of his work with a study of 
Mahasaipghika Sanskrit materials? In A Study of Early Mahdydna 
Buddhism, then, Hirakawa denies the traditional theory of the origin 
of Mahayana Buddhism that he had followed in an earlier phase of his 
work. His new stance is understandable in light of the structure of the 
Hirakawa theory: since the major point of the Hirakawa theory is to 
prove that Mahayana Buddhism emerged from lay Buddhists, Hiraka­
wa was compelled to deny the traditional theory that sees the origin of 
Mahayana Buddhism in the MahAs&pghika sect.
* J S/udy of Early Mahayana Buddhism 1, pp. 25-73,
9 See Sanghasena Singh, Sphutartha tfrighanffcarasangruhanka (Patna: 1968). 
Hirakawa mentions Denetfs English translation of this text in A Study of Early 
Mahayana Buddhism [, p. 71, n, 101: John Duncan Martin Derrett, A Textbook for 
Novices: Jayarafcsita’s "Perspicuous Commentary on the Compendium of Conduct by 
Srlghana”. Pubblicazioni di Indologica Taurinensia 15 (Torino; Indologica Taurinen-
sia, 1983). There is also a translation by the editor, Singh, who published the text in 
1975 and republished it in 1983, with further research results and an English transla­
tion: A Study of the Sphutartha Srfghanacarosangraha-tika (New Delhi: 1975), and 
(Patna: 1983).
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In the present paper, I will take a critical look at the Hirakawa theo­
ry in order to suggest the possibility that sectarian communities were 
deeply involved in the establishment of Mahayana Buddhism. How­
ever, I must emphasize that it is not my intention to refute the opinions 
Hirakawa presents in part I of his work. Hirakawa developed his theo­
ry primarily by denying the then current traditional view, and subse­
quently by trying to prove that Mahayana Buddhism emerged out of 
lay Buddhism. However, to prove that the origins of Mahayana Bud­
dhism are found among lay Buddhists and to deny that the origin of 
Mahayana Buddhism lies in the Mahasarpghika sect are two entirely 
different issues. Future research may still prove that the Mahasamghika 
sect was the origin of Mahayana Buddhism, or it may also prove that a 
totally different sect served as its origin. It may even be possible that 
Mahayana Buddhism developed from various sects. This is unrelated 
to the issue of the relationship between Mahayana Buddhism and the 
laity.
In the first chapter of part I, Hirakawa provides arguments regarding 
“the time of the establishment of the Mahayana sutras.”10 Needless to 
say, in order to clarify when Mahayana Buddhism was established, we 
must determine the dates of compilation of the various extant 
Mahayana sfitras and conduct intensive research on the oldest ones. 
However, since it is virtually impossible to determine the dates of com­
pilation of Indian Buddhist sutras with any accuracy, we must rely on 
the Chinese translations, using them as clues to determine the order of 
compilation. What is more important is the fact that the period in 
which Mahayana Buddhism was established and developed coincides 
with the time frame when Indian Buddhist texts were being translated 
into Chinese. If Mahayana Buddhism was established during the Chris­
tian Era as Hirakawa claims, although the Chinese translation work 
had not yet been initiated in its earliest phases, the developmental era 
of Mahayana Buddhism would still coincide well with the immediately 
following period during which many Chinese translations were being 
made. Therefore, it is quite natural to assume that the background con­
ditions for the Chinese acceptance and translation of Mahayana sutras 
and the development of Mahayana Buddhism itself were somehow 
related. Hirakawa was aware of this possibility and provides detailed 
10 /4 S/uJy of Early Mahayana Buddhism i, pp. 75-234.
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studies on the history of the shtras and on the early Chinese translators 
in the first chapter of his work. Hirakawa says, “It is almost impossible 
to investigate the origin of Mahayana Buddhism by studying only the 
evidence of inscriptions'”111 agree fully with Hirakawa that thorough 
research on the Chinese translations is indispensable in order to clarify 
the origin of Mahayana Buddhism.
In chapters two through four, Hirakawa provides detailed discus­
sions regarding the bodhisattva, the most important concept in all of 
Mahayana Buddhism.12 He discusses the process of philosophical de­
velopment of the concept of the bodhisattva as well as the bodhisat­
tva's training process. These discussions are not directly related to his 
theory that Mahayana Buddhism emerged from lay Buddhism, which 
he discusses in volume II of his work. However, we must pay attention 
to the lay characteristics of the kulaputra and kuladuhitr (#£ and W 
# A, respectively), or “good sons and daughters/’ that he points out in 
these discussions.13 Many of the Mahayana sfitras were written for ku­
laputra and kuladuhitr, who are virtually ignored in the Nikaya-Agama 
materials. That is, kulaputra and kuladuhitr are terms that came to 
be used with especially high frequency in Mahayana Buddhism. There 
were many female Mahayana devotees, but since the term bodhisattva
was exclusively male, Hirakawa claims that the terms kulaputra and 
kuladuhitr came to be separately used in order to include female devo­
tees. And since this term refers to lay Buddhists in the Nikaya-Agama 
materials, this fact provides supportive evidence that the Mahayana 
community originally had a lay character/4 However, even if the terms 
kulaputra and kuladuhitr refer to lay Buddhists, this is not sufficient 
evidence to determine that the Mahayana community was a lay one, as 
Hirakawa has stated. The major characteristic of Mahayana Buddhism
n A Study of Early Mahayana Buddhism 1, p. 157. In the article mentioned in note
6, Schopen presents some innovative ideas by taking a totally new approach to already
known inscriptions. This work is quite momentous in that it placed considerably more
value on the existence of inscriptions than had hitherto been the case. However, I am
still convinced that written texts, especially those that are contemporary with the forma­
tion of Mahayana Buddhism, are, as Hirakawa claims, indispensable and most im­
portant for determining the origin of Mahayana Buddhism.
1 A Study of Early Mahayana Buddhism 1, pp. 235-564.
L’ A Study of Early Mahayana Buddhism [ pp. 356-375.
'*  A. Study of Early Mahayana Buddhism I, p. 371.
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is that even lay Buddhists can accumulate training to achieve Enlighten*  
ment as bodhisattvas, which is the point that distinguishes the 
MahaySna from early Buddhism in which the way to Enlightenment is 
open only to ordained Buddhists. Therefore, it is likely that in its for­
mative period Mahayana Buddhism flourished by appealing to lay Bud­
dhists with this new idea, integrating those who became aware that they 
too could also achieve Enlightenment. If we assume that many of the 
Mahayana sutras were compiled as just such a means to attract lay Bud­
dhists, it would seem natural for the terms kulaputra and kuladuhitr to 
be used frequently, but it does not prove that the Mahayana communi­
ty was a lay group. It is quite possible to assume that the Mahayana 
movement developed among a core of the ordained who propagated 
the concept that the way to salvation is open also to lay Buddhists, and 
so we cannot claim that Mahayana Buddhism emerged from the laity 
only by focusing on the lay character of the kulaputra and kuladuhitr. 
In order to claim that the Mahayana community possessed a lay charac­
ter, one would need to locate a statement that declares something such 
as, “the ordained, bhik$u and bhik;ugi, cannot achieve true Enlighten­
ment.” In volume ii, Hirakawa presents a number of examples of what 
he claims are such statements, but below 1 will clarify why these exam­
ples are inadmissible as determining evidence for his theory.
Ill
As A Study of Early Mahayana Buddhism 11 is fully devoted to a discus­
sion of the Hirakawa theory, in order to probe that theory we need to 
focus on this volume. There we learn that the Hirakawa theory consists 
of four major points:
1. Mahayana bodhisattvas adopt the
Mil) as their commandments instead of the prtitimokfa of the 
Vinaya.
2. Many of the Mahayana sQtras criticize bhik^us.
3. Stupas are considered the personal property of the Buddha and 
not of the Buddhist communities. However, Mahayana Bud­
dhists lived in -rfftpas.
4. Since those who adhered to different doctrines could not live 
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together, it is impossible to assume that MahAyAna Buddhism 
emerged from sectarian Buddhist communities.
In view of the above points, Hirakawa claims that MahAy&na Bud­
dhism emerged from groups of lay people who lived in the stupas.
Of the four points presented above, it is convenient to treat points 
one and two together, and so I will first introduce Hirakawa's 
discussion on these points and then present my comments about 
them. 1 will discuss points three and four separately?5
13 Hirakawa1 s arguments in A Study of Early Mahayana Buddhism 11 are interrelat­
ed, and therefore I cannot clearly differentiate the sections regarding points 1 to 4.
Therefore, what I provide here are general distinctions. For this reason reviewing my
argument only by referring to these sections may result in misleading conclusions. For
a thorough review of my argument, Hirakawa's whole work must be read with points 1
to 4 in mind, but the main spots are as follows: Point 1: pp. 3-78; Point 2: pp. 22, 23,
44, 35, 63, 124, , 128, 137, 229, 349, 484; Point 3: pp. 189-316; Point 4: pp. 332-356.
HIRAKAWA'S POINT ONE
In China and Japan, it is thought that bodhisattvas who trained 
themselves as Mahayana Buddhists had to receive ordination and 
become bhik$us like Srdvakas*  This is based on the YogdcdrabhQ-
mi and the Mahaprujnapfiramiiopadesa but
these texts were compiled much later than the emergence of 
Mahayana Buddhism and therefore they cannot be used as valid 
materials to judge the conditions of the early Mahayana. Accord­
ing to the Prajnapdramitd sQtras, representative texts of early 
Mahayaua Buddhism, the precepts the bodhisattvas were to ob­
serve were the datfakufalakarmapatha and not the prdtimokfa. 1n 
early Buddhism, the dasukusalakarmapatha were not treated as 
precepts, but were considered virtues which create good karma. 1n 
Mahayana Buddhism, however, they were newly adopted as 
precepts for bodhisattvas.
1n view of the above discussion, we may assume that bodhisat­
tvas were lay people and not ordained bhik$us belonging to sectari­
an communities. But with the passage of time they developed a 
close relationship with the sectarian communities, and there ap­
peared ordained bodhisattvas who observed the prdtimoksa rules 
in the same way as sectarian bhiksus. They formed bodhisattva 13
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groups (gana)t independent from the sectarian Buddhist communi­
ties. The existence of such ordained bodhisattvas already appears 
in the PrajMparamita sutras. The YogOXlrrbhtlmi and the MahO-
p>rajhaparamifopadesa reflect such conditions.
HIRAKAWA'S POINT TWO
Since many of the early Mahayana sutras severely criticize the sec­
tarian bhik$us as inferior to the Mahayana bodhisattvas, it is im­
possible to think that the Mahayana bodhisattvas were also sectari­
an bhik$us. Therefore, the only rational conclusion is that the 
Mahayana bodhisattvas who played the major role in the early 
Mahayana movement were lay people.
As Hirakawa points out, the bodhisattvas observed the Ten Good 
Precepts (daSakuto/akarmapatha) as their precepts. Although Hirawa- 
wa is aware that a considerable number of Mahayana sutras also 
adopt the prOtimok$a as the bodhisattvas' precepts, we cannot deny 
that the Ten Good Precepts were considered to be the most important 
precepts for the bodhisattvas, as Hirakawa claims. Therefore, the 
sutras that adopt the pratimok^a cannot be used to refute the Hira­
kawa theory, nor can texts such as the Yogacarabhumi or the Maha-
prajnOparamitopadeia, which were written after Mahayana Buddhism 
developed to a certain degree, offer convincing evidence. This is because, 
according to Hirakawa, Mahayana Buddhism, which first emerged as a 
lay movement, began to imitate the renunciant life of the sectarian, com­
munities and gradually merged with them, and therefore, although 
later Mahayana materials point to characteristics of renunciant Bud­
dhism, he deals with these materials as reflecting conditions of 
Mahayana Buddhism after it had adopted sectarian elements. At 
present, as we have no piece of evidence by which to definitely claim 
that Mahayana Buddhism emerged from ordained Buddhists, we must 
first examine whether the Hirakawa theory itself contains any internal 
contradictions in its logic of suggesting that the origin of Mahayana 
Buddhism is to be found among lay Buddhists.
What led me to first raise questions about the Hirakawa theory were 
his arguments concerning the *Dosabhamikavibha$a  ( a
text that enumerates the. daily guidelines for lay and ordained bodhisat­
tvas to observe. Hirakawa makes the claim that the early Mahayana bo­
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dhisattvas were lay people, and so it may seem contradictory to focus on 
the *Dasabhftmikavibhd$d  which speaks of the ordained bodhisattvas. 
However, as I stated earlier, Hirakawa assumes that the Mahayana 
movement arose from lay people and in due course became monasti- 
cized, forming communities of renunciant bodhisattvas independent 
from the communities of sectarian Buddhism, Therefore, if the 
* DasabhUmikavibhttyi explains these later conditions of Mahayana 
Buddhism, this presents no contradictions for the Hirakawa theory. 
The problem lies in another direction, for which I will quote at length 
the relevant section from Hirakawa’s work.16
16 A Study of Forty Mahayana Buddhism it, pp. 59-63.
17 4 Study of Early Mahayana Buddhism u, p. 59.
The ZAun/ert/o sanmei Chapter (1& of the
kavibhOsa*  after presenting the rules of conduct for lay bodhisattvas, 
presents 60 daily rules for ordained bodhisattvas, They begin (K 1521 
(xxvij 87al3-bH5):
Those who are ordained bodhisattvas and practice those saznfldAjs 
should:
First, not destroy the precepts.
Second, not disgrace the upholding of the precepts. 
Third, not defile the upholding of the precepts. 
Fourth, purify the precepts. 
Fifth, not break the precepts. 
Sixth, not take the precepts. 
Seventh, not rely upon the precepts.
Eighth, not achieve the precepts. 
Ninth, not retreat from the precepts.
Tenth, observe the precepts praised by the holy. 
Eleventh, observe the precepts praised by the wise.
Twelfth, follow the precepts of the 
Thirteenth, possess good conduct and behavior. 
Fourteenth, fear even small violations.
Fifteenth, purify acts of body, speech and mind.
Sixteenth, purify livelihood.
. . . (continuing in this manner to the sixtieth: Sasaki17)
The twelfth precept for the renunciant bodhisattvas in the *Da&AA&mi-  
fatviAAd^fl is the most characteristic one in the sense that it orders one to
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observe the pratimoksa. Clearly, this indicates the 250 precepts for the 
^ravakas. A typical statement in the early literature is: “One who lives 
restrained by the restraint of the pratimokfa, who is possessed of good 
behavior and lawful resort, who sees danger in the slightest faults.** 18
Therefore, precepts twelve through fourteen in the *DasabhQmikavibhOsa
clearly reflect this typical statement. The *Da3abhtimikavibhasa  seems to 
consider that ordained bodhisattvas must receive the 250 precepts identi­
cal to those of the ^sravakas. Once the Mahayana specialized as a move­
ment of renunciant bodhisattvas, not having its own rules of discipline 
for the ordained it could not avoid adopting rules of discipline for 
However, although they adopted rules of discipline, as far as 
their attitude in observing the precepts was concerned, Mahayana bo­
dhisattvas were strongly opposed to the o^ravakayana. If we read the Lue-
xing Chapter of the *DoMhQmikavibha$a t we can see that
Mahayana Buddhists were extremely wary of possessing the spirit of the 
practice of the ^rtivakayana; for example (T. 1521 [XXVI] 93a8-13):
Falling into the realm of fravaka or pratyekabuddha is called the death 
of a bodhisattva, and is called the loss of everything. The bodhisattva 
should not be afraid even if he falls into hell. He should fear, instead, 
that he might fall into the realm of the two yanas. Even falling into hell 
does not cut off the path to Buddhahood forever, but falling into the 
realm of the two yanas will completely cut off the path to Buddhahood.
The same text also says (T. 1521 [xxvij 93al6-17),
There are, again, three faults. Stay far away from them. First, abhor 
bodhisattvas. Second, abhor bodhisattvas*  conduct. Third, abhor the 
profound Mahayana sutras.
From this, we learn that @the bhikgus of sectarian orders abhorred bo­
dhisattva Buddhism, The Prajfiapdramita sQtras include several episodes 
in which Mara disguised as a bhiksu approaches bodhisattvas to make 
them give up their devotion to Mahayana Buddhism. Furthermore, many 
of the Mahayana texts record that a number of bhiksus criticized the 
Mahayana as heterodox (i.e., as not a teaching of the Buddha).19
11 1 have utilized the English translation of the Pali Vinaya by I. B. Homer, The 
Book of the Discipline, Vol. Il (London: 1940): 265.
19 To support his arguments, Hirakawa presents such materials as the Astasahasrika 
Prqj/laparamita MOrakarmaparivarta JtU&lflH—, T. 227 (VIII 555c;
Avinivartaniyakaraiihganimittaparivarta +z\, T. 227 (vm) 564b;
Paficavim&itisahasrika PrajnQpQramitQ T
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Although the adopts the Maha­
yana bodhisattvas observed it in their own manner and therefore, it does 
not mean that Mahayana Buddhists accepted the ■frdvafcaj'flntf as is. That 
is, we should not assume that the bodhisattvas were c^bhik^us who belonged 
to some sectarian Buddhist communities just because they observed the
In the section presented above, Hirakawa uses the terms /rtfvofcu, 
srtivakay&na, and bhiksu several times. The terms tfr&vaka underlined 
and numbered ®, @ and (3) refer to the bhik$us following a renunciant 
life who lived in the traditional sectarian Buddhist communities that 
had existed since the time of the Buddha, that is, since before the rise 
of the Mahayana, and so we may replace them with the term “bhiksu” 
without change in meaning. Hirakawa points out that the ordained 
bodhisattvas in the lived according to rules simi­
lar to those of the bhik$us. On the other hand, the term frdvaka in 
//'dvflfaiytfna, items © and ®, is not synonymous with bhik§u. It refers 
to those who train according to the fravakay&na which is often 
despised as inferior to the supreme bodhisattva vehicle (bodhisat- 
tvayQna) in Mahdyana sutras. Therefore, here refers to a new
concept that stood in opposition to the that emerged
with Mahayana Buddhism, hence is not identical with the use of srtiva- 
ka numbered ®, @ and Whether the tir&vaka who followed the 
frftvaAoydHa and the bhik$us of traditional sectarian Buddhism were 
synonymous has yet to be established, and resolving this question is 
perhaps the most important task in determining the validity of the 
Hirakawa theory. If the fr&vaka of the fravakaySna and bhik$u are syn­
onymous, since many of the Mahayana texts criticize the 
ydna—which would mean, since Mahayana Buddhism criticizes the 
bhik$us ordained in the sectarian communities—we must then assume
etc. However, although these works mention episodes of Mar a disguised 
as a forcing bodhisattvas to give up their beliefs, they do not mention that
Mara appears in the form of a sectarian bhiksu. Even if he were to appear as a Bud­
dhist bhiksu, we do not have to think that this bhiksu is an enemy of Mahayana Bud­
dhism. If we interpret Maia’s disguise as a bhiksu to be a means for making bodhisat­
tvas believe in him, it follows, then, that bhiksus are people upon whom bodhisattvas
can rely. Further, these works warn of the peril of a bodhisattva turning to the 
/rflvafazydrtfl or prafye/rabui/d/itfytfncr, they do not state that bhiksus are enemies of
the bodhisattvas,
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that Mahayana Buddhism emerged from those who were not sectarian 
Buddhists, that is, it must have emerged from lay Buddhists, as Hiraka­
wa claims. However, if they are not synonymous, we would be forced 
to draw a totally different conclusion.
Since it is improbable that the Sravakas of the xravakay&na are not 
bhiksus, Hirakawa assumed that they are equivalent. However, just be­
cause the Sravakas of the Savakayana are bhik$us, this does not neces­
sarily mean that they are identical. Although I agree that the srfivakas
of the Sravakayana are bhiksus (or bhik$ums) who train to become 
Arhats, there is no evidence that all bhik$us are sr&vaka of the 
Sravakayana. It is possible that there were bhikfus who were not srava- 
ka of the Sravakayana. I present below a chart comparing Hirakawa1 s 
idea and the alternate idea of my own.
THE other possibility for
TH E CONDITION OF THE
BUDDHIST ORDERS
hirakawa 's idea of the
condit ion of [-he
buddhist- orders
existed outside these circles
bhiksus who did not
belong (o lhe Sravakayana
(ordhined Bodhisattvas)
bhiksus of the
Sravakayana
The bhiksus in the right-hand circle include the sravakas of the 
sravakayOna and those who practiced in ways different from them. 
Practitioners who did not belong to the Sravakayana could only refer 
to those of the bodhisattvayana, or Mahayana Buddhists; that is, those 
who created Mahayana Buddhism were not lay Buddhists who did not 
belong to the traditional sectarian groups, but were bhiksus within 
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these monastic communities. Some bhik$us who belonged to the sectari­
an groups opposed the traditional way to enlightenment and thought 
of a new training concept called bodhisattvayOna. They became the 
main proponents of the formation of the Mahayana movement. This 
hypothesis forms an opposite pole to the Hirakawa theory of the lay 
origin of Mahayana Buddhism.
I have briefly explained the outcome when we assume that the tfrOva- 
kas of the frdvakaydna are not synonymous with bhik$us. The conclu­
sion we can draw is that if the frdvakas of the t/dvakaydna and bhik$us 
are synonymous, then the origin of Mahayana Buddhism inevitably de­
rives from the laity. On the other hand, if the two terms are not synony­
mous, then ordained Buddhists must have established Mahayana Bud­
dhism, at least in part. However, even in the latter case, those who 
formed early Mahayana Buddhism need not be limited to ordained 
Buddhists. What this assumption points out is the possibility that two 
types of bhiksus—those who followed the frdvakaydna and those who 
followed the bodhrsarzvaydna—existed within the sectarian monastic 
communities. It says nothing concerning the situation of lay Bud­
dhists who lived outside of the sectarian groups. As Hirakawa has 
repeatedly stated in his work, there is no doubt that there were bo­
dhisattvas who lived as lay Buddhists. If such lay bodhisattvas existed 
since the emergence of the Mahayana, there must have been both or­
dained and lay Mahayana bodhisattvas. In either case, the conclusion 
drawn from the assumption that the t/dvakas of the s'rdvakaydna and 
bhik$us are not synonymous denies the Hirakawa theory in the sense 
that ordained Buddhists were involved in the emergence of Mahayana 
Buddhism.
Following this logic, the focal point of the Hirakawa theory, i.e., the 
question of whether Mahayana Buddhism emerged from lay or or­
dained Buddhists, may be replaced with the question of whether the 
frdvakas of the srdvakaydna and bhik$us are identical or not. Let us 
return to the quotation from Hirakawa's work. In items ® and @ 
Hirakawa uses the term f/dvaka to refer to ordained Buddhists in the 
sectarian Buddhist communities, that is, ordained Mahayana bodhisat­
tvas who observed the same 250 precepts that sectarian. bhik$us ob­
served. However, with the term srdvakaydna, numbered ®, he regards 
these sectarian bhiksus as identical to the srdvakaydna. When we re­
view the use of the terms numbered ® and ©, we can confirm that 
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Hirakawa considered SrUvakayUna and bhik$us to be identical. Hiraka­
wa rephrases the term Sravukayana by saying “bhik$us of sectarian 
groups” or “bhiksus who belonged to some certain sectarian groups.” 
Here we can see a logical contradiction: In order to prove that the early 
Mahayana bodhisattvas were lay Buddhists, Hirakawa makes the as­
sumption that bhiksus of the sectarian groups equal sravakas of the 
Sravakayana. As I have explained, to regard the sectarian bhiksus as 
identical to the sravakayuna means to assume that the Mahayana bo­
dhisattvas were lay Buddhists. In short, Hirakawa tries to prove that the 
Mahayana bodhisattvas were lay Buddhists on the assumption that 
Mahayana bodhisattvas were lay Buddhists. Here he excludes from the 
outset the possibility of the coexistence of the Sravakayana and bo-
dhisattvayOna within the sectarian groups.
Having pointed out a logical contradiction in Hirakawa's argument 
concerning the *Dosabhamikavibha$a, needless to say I do not think I 
can deny the validity of the Hirakawa theory by this argument alone. 
What I wish to clarify is that fact that Hirakawa makes an initial as­
sumption that the Sravakas of the SravakayUna and bhik$us are identi­
cal. If Hirakawa's entire subsequent theory is based on this assump­
tion, the only conclusion that can be drawn from it is that Mahdy&na 
Buddhism emerged from lay Buddhists. Therefore, being thus entirely 
circular, Hirakawa's arguments are quite inadequate as a method of in­
vestigating the origin of Mah&y&na Buddhism.
Let us look a little further at the first two points of the Hirakawa the­
ory. Hirakawa himself presents possible counterarguments against 
point one, and naturally he provides reasons why such counterargu­
ments are invalid. I have some questions about these arguments as 
well. I will present these problems to show how they can be solved by 
denying the assumption of the equation between the Sravakas of the 
srUvakayana and bhik$us.
1) According to Hirakawa, if bodhisattvas are ordained members of 
sectarian groups, their precepts must be the pratimoksu. However, 
since they observe the Ten Good Precepts, Hirakawa thinks that these 
bodhisattvas must have been lay people. However, if the bodhisattvas 
were originally lay Buddhists, they should have observed the precepts 
for lay Buddhists, the five or the eight precepts. Since the Ten Good 
Precepts were originally made neither for lay nor ordained Buddhists 
exclusively, their adoption as the precepts for Bodhisattva conduct 
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does not in and of itself preclude the possibility that these bodhisattvas 
were ordained. The argument Hirakawa uses to deny the possibility 
that the bodhisattvas were ordained may also be applied to deny the 
possibility that the bodhisattvas were lay Buddhists. The Ten Good 
Precepts were not treated as precepts in early Buddhism, but were 
adopted as such for the bodhisattva in Mahayana Buddhism. Thus, it 
seems more reasonable to think that the newly emerging Mahayana 
bodhisattva belonged to neither of the traditional categories of lay or 
ordained; that is to say, Mahayana bodhisattvas are both ordained and 
lay Buddhists. What I consider the most reasonable interpretation is 
that, from the early stages of Mahayana Buddhism, bodhisattvas were 
in groups formed of both ordained sectarian Buddhists and lay Bud­
dhists supporting those sectarian communities. Hirakawa does not 
touch upon this possibility at all, because his thinking is locked into the 
assumption of the equation of the fravakas of the Sr&vakayana with 
bhiksus. According to Hirakawa, bodhisattvas can only be ordained 
Buddhists or lay Buddhists, but not both.
2) According to Hirakawa, with the passage of time the originally lay 
Mahayana bodhisattvas began to have a close interrelationship with 
the sectarian communities, and gradually there emerged ordained bo­
dhisattvas who would live a monastic life, observing the pratimokfa as 
did the bhik$us of the sectarian communities. The PrqjfiiipGramitQ-
sQtras already mention the existence of such ordained bodhisattvas.20
If we accept the Hirakawa theory, all the materials that mention the ex­
istence of ordained bodhisattvas refer to the conditions of Mahayana 
Buddhism after it went through the initial change, and thus are not 
valid as materials to study early Mahayana Buddhism. However, 
Hirakawa does not present any texts that indicate the changes he as­
sumes took place in the bodhisattva communities. He claims that the 
lay Buddhists created early Mahayana Buddhism, and only the later 
Mahayana texts mention the existence of ordained bodhisattvas. In ord­
er to solve this contradiction, Hirakawa comes up with the idea that it 
was the Mahayana bodhisattvas who underwent an internal change, 
not the texts, Hirakawa's logic holds up to a certain point, but if we ar­
gue, as I stated earlier, that both ordained and lay bodhisattvas could
PaAcavimJatisahosrika Prgjriaparamita i??frr, T. 223 (Viu), Ff 218b; %
256c; T. 221 (vm) 27a.
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have coexisted in early Mahayana Buddhism, then Hirakawa's logic 
fails. In this case, the Mahayana bodhisattvas would not have had to 
undergo any changes, and the coexistence of both ordained and lay 
bodhisattvas as mentioned in such texts as the MahdprajMpdramito-
padefa could have continued from the early stages of Mahayana 
Buddhism.
3) In addition to the Ten Good Precepts, some Mahayana texts men­
tion that ordained bodhisattvas should observe the prdtimok$a and the 
unordained the five and eight precepts. Needless to say, there is no 
doubt that the Ten Good Precepts were considered to be the most im­
portant precepts for the bodhisattva. Why, then, are other precepts 
mentioned? The mention of the pratimokya in these texts presents a 
stumbling block to the Hirakawa theory, and while Hirakawa cites 
quite a few texts that mention the pratimokfa, he denies their validity 
by claiming that they were compiled after Mahayana bodhisattvas be­
gan to imitate the life of the ordained bhik$us of the sectarian orders by 
becoming ordained themselves. However, Hirakawa also recognizes 
that some of these texts belong to the early Mahayana period..21 This 
leads him to speculate that these works were compiled by the ordained 
bodhisattvas who were originally sectarian Buddhists but had changed 
their belief to Mahayana. However, this conclusion is not one that goes 
down so easily. On the other hand, if we deny the assumption of the 
equation of thesrdvakas of the frOvakaydna with the bhik$us, this prob­
lem can be solved quite readily. If both the ordained and lay Buddhists 
formed early Mahayana Buddhism, the Ten Good Precepts could have 
been adopted as the new precepts applicable to both. In that case, it is 
only natural that the Ten Good Precepts frequently appear as the 
“precepts for the bodhisattvas” in Mahayana texts. At the same time, 
unordained bodhisattvas observed the five or the eight precepts for lay 
Buddhists while the ordained bodhisattvas observed the rules of the 
prdtimoksa. Therefore, there is no contradiction in the fact that the 
Mahayana texts distinguish the five and the ten precepts from the pr&ti-
moksa in order to explain the precepts for the bodhisattvas in detail. 
Thus, if we assume that the Ten Good Precepts were observed in order 
to unify both the ordained and the unordained while other precepts
21 A Study of Early Mahayana Buddhism II, p. 34: UpOy^fk^iufalyajfianQttarabo-
dhisaitwpariprecha T. 345 (xji) T. 310
(38) (XI) 595c; T. 346 (xn) 167b.
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were distinguished for the ordained and the unordained, it would seem 
altogether rational that many of the Mahay&na texts mention the pritti-
mok$a.
Let us look at Hirakawa’s point two now. Here, Hirakawa’s idea of 
the equivalence of the falvakas vi the frdvakaydna with bhik$us is op­
posed to the possibility that I have proposed. It is an undeniable fact 
that many Mahayana texts criticize the Jrdvakas of the tfrdvakaydna. 
Therefore, if the frOvakas mentioned in these texts were bhik$us, the 
Hirakawa theory would be valid. However, all the materials Hirakawa 
presents to support his second point criticize the srdvakas, not the bhik- 
$us. Nonetheless, Hirakawa regards these materials as criticisms 
against bhik$us. His misinterpretation stems from the presumption of 
the equivalence of the drOvakas of the frdvakaydna with bhik$us. There 
is only one source among those cited by Hirakawa that would seem to 
criticize bhikgus. I will quote the relevant passage from the earliest 
Chinese translation of the * Kofyapaparivarta (HiSf jeWfE), itself an 
early Mahayana text.22
Here four examples enumerate “those who do not observe the 
precepts but resemble those who do.” Hirakawa interprets this section 
as follows:
The first is the bhik$us who observe the precepts, possess good con­
duct and are pure. Since they admk the existence of Atman, they 
are at fault. Second is those who are thoroughly familiar with the 
precepts and observe the vinaya, but hold to the view of the sub­
stantial existence of the body. The third is those who have compas­
sion for all sentient beings but are astonished to hear that no Dhar­
ma exists. The fourth is those who observe the twelve dhatagunas 
perfectly but are attached to the be!ief that Atman exists. Those
23 A Study of Early Mahayana Buddhism n, p. 44. See also jg H T. 350 (XII)
193a 17-23. See also Alexander von Stael-Holstein, 77re Kftipaparivarta: A Mahd-
yonasutra of the Ratnakdta Class: Edited in the Original Sanskrit in Tibetan and in
Chinese (Shanghai: Commercial Press, 1926): $134.
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are the people who do not observe the precepts but resemble those 
who do.
The Chinese translation is difficult to read, and Hirakawa's interpre­
tation is not a straightforward one. The problem lies with the first of 
the four cases. According to Hirakawa, “the bhik$us who observe the 
precepts, possess good conduct and are pure” are “at fault since they 
admit the existence of Atman ” and therefore, it seems as though 
Hirakawa considers this text to criticize the bhiksus. However, what 
the original means is that even though one may be a splendid bhik$u ob­
serving the precepts, if he is attached to Atman then he is not a true up­
holder of the precepts. This interpretation applies to the second 
through fourth cases as well. In A Study of Early Mahayana Bud­
dhism*  this is the only example from a Mahayana sUtra that can be in­
terpreted as a criticism of bhiksus, but as I think is plain, it is clearly 
not such a criticism. Therefore, none of the Mahayana texts Hirakawa 
presents criticize the bhiksus of sectarian Buddhism. However, I am 
aware that arguing only about the materials presented by Hirakawa 
himself is not an appropriate approach to the issue. On the other hand, 
the fact that Hirakawa presents many texts that criticize the srtivakas of 
the fravakaydna, but is not able to mention even one text that criticizes 
the bhiksus, indicates the possibility that the ordained bodhisattvas 
were bhiksus of the sectarian communities, as I suggested when discuss­
ing point one.
IV
Having concluded my examination of points one and two, I would 
like to proceed to point three.
HIRAKAWA'S POINT THREE
StQpa worship has played an important role since the early stage 
of Mahayana Buddhism. Many Mahayana texts mention that the 
bodhisattvas dwelt in stupas and worshipped them. There is no 
doubt that stupa worship was central to the Mahayana movement. 
Stupas were considered the personal property of the Buddha or 
even to be the Buddha himself, and were not the personal property 
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of the Buddhist orders. Therefore, the bhiksus of the sectarian 
communities could not have lived in the stapus. The Vinaya texts, 
except for that written in Pali, contain various records regarding 
the stupas*  prohibiting bhik$us to sleep or eat there. These materi­
als allow us to confirm that bhiksus of the sectarian orders did not 
live in stupas. On the other hand, texts like the Jtngxing (Pure 
Practice) Chapter of the Buddhavatamsakasutra (¥1REthe 
Ugradattapariprcchn (BjiRor the *Dasabhunuka\ibh&sa  
mention that bodhisattvas lived in stupas. Since they lived in stu­
pas, they could not have been sectarian bhik$us. They were lay peo­
ple who dwelt in and took care of stupas. For this reason, we may 
assume that Mahayana Buddhism was formed by lay people who 
dwelt in stupas. The reason why many of the Vinaya texts include 
records regarding stupa worship is that the Hlnaydna groups 
adopted the stupa worshipping practices that were thriving in 
Mahayana Buddhism. The only difficulty for this theory is the fact 
that no word referring to the bodhisattva communities is found in 
any inscription about stupas. This is probably because Mahayana 
Buddhists of the time did not form organized communities.
As Hirakawa points out, there is no doubt that the Mahayana Bud­
dhists worshipped stupas. Since there are virtually no records regarding 
stupa worship in the Pali Tipifaka, it is plausible to suppose that stupa
worship was limited to Mahayana Buddhism.23 However, this alone 
cannot be cited as incontrovertible evidence that Mahayana Buddhism 
emerged from outside sectarian Buddhism. By reading some of the 
Mahayana texts that Hirakawa provides, we can confirm that ordained 
bodhisattvas lived around stupas*  where lay bodhisattvas would visit 
and worship. If Hirakawa’s first two points were correct, ordained bo­
dhisattvas must have lived in places away from the sectarian communi­
ties, since they were not sectarian bhik$us, and we must allow for the 
possibility, envisioned by Hirakawa, that some religious orders wor­
shipped stupas. However, as mentioned above, the validity of points
23 Schopen claims that the Pali Vinaya originally included rules regarding stQpas,
which were later dropped from the texts. However, O. von HinUber subsequently de­
nied this theory. Gregory Schopen, “The StQpa Cult and the Extant Pali Vinaya,”
Journal of the Pali Text Society 13 (1989): 83-100; O. von Hinuber, “Khandhakavat-
ta: Loss of Text in the Pali Vinayapitaka?” Journal of the Pali Text Society 15 (1990):
12'7-138.
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one and two is in doubt. On the other hand, there would be no problem 
in applying my hypothesis that MahAyAna Buddhism arose among sec­
tarian bhik$us and lay believers who supported them. Stupas would 
naturally also have been built in places away from the site of sectarian 
communities, but it is apparent from Vinayas of the Northern tradition 
that stupas were, in some cases, built inside the monastic communities. 
These Vinayas also mention that the sectarian bhiksus actively wor­
shipped stupas. Hirakawa claims that the Vinaya records regarding stu­
pa worship were added later when the sectarian communities adopted 
the practice that was thriving outside their communities. Since these 
records do not appear in the Pali Vinaya, it is fairly certain that these 
references were added at a later time, but this fact does not necessarily 
mean that the movement of stupa worship emerged from outside the 
sectarian communities. StUpa worship may have emerged from within 
the sectarian communities, which resulted in the addition of such refer­
ences to the Vinaya texts. That is, it is my assumption that the records 
regarding stupa worship in the Vinayas are not the influence of a 
Mahayana movement which arose outside the sectarian communities, 
but rather they are evidence that the sectarian communities themselves 
gave birth to the movement of stupa worship. Through stupa worship, 
the ordained bodhisattvas who belonged to the sectarian communities 
contributed to the flourishing of MahAyAna Buddhism in collaboration 
with the lay bodhisattvas who supported them. The MahAyAna texts 
that Hirakawa presents include records of lay bodhisattvas visiting 
places where ordained bodhisattvas lived in order to worship stupas, 
train themselves, as well as undertake the precepts of ordination there. 
In my opinion, however, the places where the lay bodhisattvas visited 
were the sectarian communities, not some place established away from 
such communities. I would therefore contend that the sectarian bhik­
sus played a central role in sihpa worship, one of the main characteris­
tics of MahAyAna Buddhism. The texts Hirakawa presents mention 
that bhiksus such as *Bahusruta  (£M), * DharmabhUnaka * Vinaya-
dhara *Agamadhara  and *Bodhisattvapi(akadhara
lived where the ordained bodhisattvas were.24 From these 
terms, Hirakawa suggests the possibility not that MahAyAna bodhi­
sattvas but rather that dravakaydna followers lived in these places.
51 A Study of Early Mahayana Buddhism ll, p. 123.
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However, he finds it difficult to understand why lay bodhisattvas would 
go out of their way to visit the residences of srfivakayana bhik$us to 
pay their respects, and so denies such a possibility. His conclusion is 
reasonable if all who lived in these places were fravakaydna bhiksus.25
However, if ordained bodhisattvas arose from a group of originally sec­
tarian bhik§us, it is only natural for JrUvakas and bodhisattvas to live 
together in the same sectarian communities, hence there is no contradic­
tion if bhik$us of the frUvakaydna were to live in places where lay bo­
dhisattvas would visit to pay their respects to ordained bodhisattvas. 
Hirakawa probably did not entertain such a possibility because from 
the outset he distinguished the bhik$us of the srdvakaydna from the 
communities of ordained bodhisattvas under the influence of his 
preconceived notion that srdvakas of the srSvakayUna and bhiksus are 
synonymous. Following my logic, however, it becomes clear that the 
references regarding stupa worship that appear in the Mahayana texts 
which Hirakawa presents cannot effectively support the Hirakawa theo­
ry that Mahayana Buddhism emerged from the laity. The only evidence 
that supports point three is the fact that the place where bodhisattvas 
lived were called stupas according to the Pure Practice Chapter of the 
BuddhavatamsakasUtra, the Ugradattapariprcchd, and the 'Dttifabhu-
mikavibhasa.
25 Here, Hirakawa confirms that ordained bodhisattvas were also called bhiksus.
However, his definition of these bhiksus is not bhiksus properly ordained by receiv­
ing the precepts in a sectarian community, but rather those who were ordained in the
communities that the Mahayana bodhisattvas formed to separate themselves from the
sectarian communities. Although they were not bhiksus ordained in the sectarian
communities, they called themselves bhiksus using the traditional term of the sectarian
communities. Therefore, his presumption of the equation of the irQvaka of the
^Ova^k^cy^Hna with bhiksus is still maintained.
There are five versions of the Pure Practice Chapter of the BuddhS-
vatamsakasQtra:26
a) Zhi Qian's pu$a benye-jing T. 281 (A.D. 222-253).
b) Zhe Daozhen's OK Zhupusa qiufo benye-jing
T. 282 (A.D. 280-313).
c) Buddhabhadra's sxety uuart Huyyanjjing
T 278, seventh chapter (A.D. 418-421).
d) &k$ananda's WXMft: eighty juan Huayan-jing a
“ A Study of Early Mahayana Buddhism u, pp. 80-81.
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Pure Practice chapter (11) T. 279 (a.D. 695-699).
e) Tibetan translation (ninth century)
These texts describe the rituals to be performed when a lay bodhisattva 
becomes ordained. As a part of such rituals, the place where a lay bo­
dhisattva would visit to be ordained, that is, the place where ordained 
bodhisattvas lived, is mentioned. The original term for this place is the 
question we must deal with. I will quote Hirakawa’s translation regard­
ing these places.27
a) Make a wish when entering the of the Buddha (T. 281 [IX] 
447cll).
b) . . . . . . (T. 282 [IX] 451C13)
c) . . . {g# . . . (T, 278 [IX] 430cl8)
d) . . . (BW . . . (T. 279 [X] 70a20)
e) . . . dge ’dun gyi ra ba . . . (*samghardma)  (Peking Tripi[aka 
vol. 25, p. 94 = 229b3-5)
By looking at c), d), and e), we can make a general assumption that 
the original term for these items was sarpghGrama, and therefore the 
places where the ordained bodhisattvas lived were “monasteries” in a 
general sense. In that case, they could either have been places where the 
sectarian communities lived or places where the ordained bodhisattvas 
lived, if they called their residences samghdrama as sectarian Buddhists 
did. In the face of these two possibilities, it is impossible to determine 
whether Mahayana Buddhism developed away from the sectarian com­
munities, as Hirakawa would have us believe. Hirakawa suggests that 
terms a) through e) are presented in chronological order, and that the 
original term behind a) and b) is stapa and not samgh&rBma, while the 
term changed to samgh&r&ma for c), d), and e). In his view, the or­
dained bodhisattvas of early Mahayana Buddhism lived in stflpas.
However, as mentioned earlier, stupas were not the personal property 
of the Buddhist communities but were the property of the Buddha and 
therefore, sectarian bhik§us could not have lived there. If ordained bo­
dhisattvas lived in stupas, they could not have been members of the sec­
tarian communities. In that case, they must have been independent and 
did not belong to any Buddhist communities, and thus we can conclude 
that Mahayana Buddhism emerged from the laity. The same theory can
27 >4 Study of Early Mahayana Buddhism II, pp. 89-91.
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be applied to the references in the Ugradattapariprcchd. The following 
are the materials Hirakawa presents regarding this sutra.28
a-1) An Xuan and Yan Fotiao (Buddhadeva)'s Fajing-
Jing T. 322 (A.D. 168-189).
b-1) Dharmaraksads Yuqieluo yuewen pusaxing-Jing fittirnlg.g
MSCffiK, T. 323, (A.D. 265-312).
c-1) Kang Sengkai's Yuqie zhangzhe-hui the
nineteenth sutra of the Mahd-ratnaktya, T. 310 (19).29
d-1) A quotation in the *Da4abhQmikavibh$d i T. 1521, translated 
by KumSrajlva in the early fifth century.
e-1) The Tibetan translation (ninth century).
The Ugradattapariprccha includes descriptions of lay bodhisattvas 
visiting ordained bodhisattvas and worshipping stupas. Hirakawa pro­
vides these references in chronological order.30
a-1) Those who enter the » shall reside outside the hall, bow to the 
ground with the entire body, and enter the hall. (T. 322 [XII] 
19^l5).
b-1) When the lay bodhisattvas enter the they shall reside
outside the gates, perform the rituals wholeheartedly, and enter 
the monasteries. (T. 323 [XHj 27a5).
c-1) and d-1) include descriptions of worshipping stQpas and giving rise 
to the three thoughts.
c-1- i) If a lay bodhisattva enters a (U and resides at the gate, he 
shall pay respect with his whole body and enter. (T. 310 [XI] 
476118-19).
c-l-ii) He would enter fit#, worship the stQpa of the Tathigata, and 
give rise to the three thoughts. (T. 310 [Xi] 476c25).
d-1- i) If a lay bodhisattva enters a when he first wishes to enter 
the # he shall throw his entire body onto the ground. (T.
1521 [XXVI] 61c3-4).
d-lii) When he enters the and pays respect to the Buddha, he
n A Study of Early Mahayana Buddhism n, pp. 82-84, 121-122.
29 According to Hirakawa, it is likely that this was translated not by Kang Sengkai
but by Dharmainitra (who came to China in 424 A.D.).
* A Study of Early Mahayana Buddhism II, p. 121.
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shall give rise to the three thoughts. (T, 1521 [XXVI] 62c22- 
23).
e-1) dya/ig chub sems dpa’ khyim de gtsug lag khang du 'jug par
’dod na (when a lay bodhisattva wants to enter a vr/zflra).
(Peking TripHaka vol. 23, p. 265 = 313b2).
By looking at these materials, we learn that the terms 
and correspond to WMra, Thus, a rational assumption is that the 
original term was W/tfra. However, Hirakawa claims that the original 
term was stQpa and not vihdra. As before, he makes such a claim to sup­
port his theory that Mahayana Buddhism emerged from the laity.
Needless to say, “Mahayana Buddhism continued to expand and 
change with the course of time/*  as Hirakawa states?1 However, if 
there was a change of appellation for the dwelling place of bodhisat­
tvas from stQpa to samghQrQma or vihdra, it did not result from a sim­
ple transition of philosophy or general concept. Rather, it would indi­
cate that the actual living conditions of the bodhisattvas went through 
a drastic change, and therefore, in order to support his theory, Hiraka­
wa would need to provide much stronger evidence. I would like to exa­
mine Hirakawa’s argument regarding this point in detail.
Hirakawa does not make any argument that is directly relevant to 
the materials of the Pure Practice chapter in the Buddhfivatam- 
sakasQtra. Regarding the Chinese translation of Zhi Qian, a), which is 
the oldest translation of this sutra, Hirakawa comments:
In China, the term $ refers to the ancestral hall where people wor­
shipped the wooden tablets of their ancestors. . . . [Therefore], 
the original word must have indicated an object of worship. . . . 
The corresponding Sanskrit term should either bestQpa or caitya. 
Although it could have been cm (ya, for the following reasons, I be­
lieve that the term was stflpa?2
However, Hirakawa nowhere clarifies what he means by the *‘follow­
ing reasons/*  and therefore, we cannot agree that the original term of 
“ancestral hall**  was stQpa. Furthermore, Zhi Qian’s Chinese transla­
tion itself contains a strong counterargument to the Hirakawa theory:
iL j4 Study of Early Mahaydna Buddhism 11, p. 122.
12 A Study of Early Mahdy&rw Buddhism II, p. 190.
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a description of a scene in which a bodhisattva visits stupas and wor­
ships them, with the term stupa correctly rendered as iff in Chinese?3 
Since this scene undoubtedly describes stupa worship, the original term 
for iff must have been stupa. It is thus unnatural to ignore this fact and 
assume that the original term for *3  was rtOpa. In b), Zhe Daozhen 
translates this word as and Hirakawa seems to believe that the 
original term was also stupa, although there is no evidence to support 
his assumption. Since he touches upon the original term behind in 
the discussion regarding the materials relevant to the Ugradattapari- 
prcc/id, perhaps it is on this basis that he claims that the original behind 
in b) was also stupa. Hirakawa points out that Zhe Daozhen assist­
ed Dharmarak$a who translated b-1). I assume that Hirakawa pointed 
out this fact with the intention of resolving the problem of the original 
term behind AHf.34
1 would now like to look at the materials related to the Ugradat- 
tapariprcchii. Hirakawa begins his argument with an examination of 
the term in the translated by Kumirajlva pre­
sented in d-1)?5 KumSrajlva also translated the Saddharmapuntfartka- 
sutra of which Sanskrit texts still exist. Hirakawa therefore exa­
mines how Kumarajiva translated certain terms by comparing them 
with the Sanskrit text. The term iff^ appears three times in Kumflra- 
jIva’s translation of the SaddharmapurtdarTka, twice in the Punya- 
parydya-parivarta and once in the (feft
£). Following Hirakawa’s survey, I will provide a translation of this 
term as it occurs in the Saddharmapuridartka translations of Kumaraji- 
va and Dharmarak$a, as well as the Sanskrit and Tibetan versions.
©First example, from the Punya-parySya-parivarta
Kumar ajiva
Dharmarak$a
Sanskrit version stUpa
Tibetan version mchod rten
ftSS (T. 262 [IX] 45b26)
(T. 263 [IX] 117a.ll) 
vdrfra (Kem-Nanjio 338.5-6) 
gtsug lag khang
©Second example, from the Pwn/a-parydytr-paHvarta
Kumftrajlva (T. 262 [IX] 45cl4)
” T 281 (X) 449b14-15.
M /I Study of Early MahOyHna Buddhism n, p. 190.
55 J Stady of Early MahUyHna Buddhism II. p. 192,
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Dharmaraksa
Sanskrit version
Tibetan version
(no corresponding word)
dhUtu-stUpa (339.8) 
mchod rten
©Third example, from
KumSrajiva
Dharmarak$a
Sanskrit version
Tibetan version
t h e Utsuha -pari varta
(T. 262 [IX] 36c23) 
(no corresponding word) 
vihara (274.2) 
gtsug lag khang
By reviewing the above, we learn that the original term that Kumfrajl- 
va translated as was either stupa or vihara (® and (2) support stu­
pa y while ® supports vihara). However, Hirakawa does not recognize 
the possibility for (3) and claims that Kumarajlva translated stupa as $ 
in every case, presenting three pieces of evidence:56 First, in © there 
is no corresponding word in Dharmaraksa’s translation and therefore, 
it is possible that there were different versions of the corresponding sec­
tion of the sutra. Thus, and vihara may not have corresponded di­
rectly. However, Dharmaraksa’s translation of ® also does not have 
any corresponding term. Thus, Hirakawa’s argument is not convinc­
ing. Second, he claims that we cannot determine that the original term 
behind was vihara because ® and ® do not refer to the same 
word. The difference in expression in ® and @ is a self-evident fact 
and therefore we must find out why Kumarajiva translated both stupa
and vihara as a. It is not logical to claim that the original term was 
stupa only because the translated versions are inconsistent. Third, he 
claims that since KumSrajiva always translated vihara as ft#. therefore 
the original term behind must be stupa and not vihara. Hirakawa 
presents various examples in which Kumarajlva translated vihara as (ft 
#. However, these examples also include cases in which vihara is trans­
lated into words other than ft#. Thus, Hirakawa’s argument here too 
is not convincing. (Hirakawa does not allow this possibility because he 
believes that such differences resulted from variations of the original 
term in different versions.37) Therefore, we cannot determine that the 
original term which Kumarajiva translated as < A’ was always stupa. It
M A Study of Early Mahayana Buddhism n, pp. 196-198.
” A Study of Early Mahayana Buddhism II, p. 197.
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is quite possible that KumarajIva translated vihara as as seen from
example (3).
Thus, we cannot determine whether the word in Kumfrajlva’s
*Dasabhumifcavibft3sa presented in d-l-ii) represents stupa or vihara.
However, since the scene of d-l-ii) in which the word is used clear­
ly refers to stupa worship, we can safely assume that the original San­
skrit was stupa. The critical issue is example d-l-i) that describes the 
scene in which a lay bodhisattva visits the residence of ordained bo­
dhisattvas. In this case, we must make clear whether the original be­
hind $3= and was stupa or vihara. Even if we accept Hirakawa's ar­
gument and determine that the original behind was stupa, unless 
the original behind 03^ and is also clarified, point 3 of the Hirakawa 
theory becomes invalid. That is, Hirakawa must prove that the words 
f and gtsug lag khang listed in order of their chrono­
logical appearance represent a change in the original term from stupa
to vihara. Therefore, even by presenting the Ugradattapariprccha
materials, Hirakawa has not proved that the residence of ordained bo­
dhisattvas was called stupa.
The above 1 is an outline of Hirakawa's argument concerning the Pure 
Practice Chapter of the BuddhOvatamsakasutra, the Ugradattapari- 
p&cha, and the *Dasabhumikavibh&$a.  Hirakawa relies on the materials 
related to the Ugradattapariprccha in order to prove that the original 
behind Zhe Daozhen's transition of 0^ m b) was stupa. However, 
since his discussion concerning the Ugradattapariprccha is not convinc­
ing, he cannot prove his point.**
“ *Da&bhamikavibhasa,  16, T. 1521 (xxvi) 112a
mentions the directions to be followed when an dranyaka bhikju (WMrftJHUr) visits a
Since the fr# mentioned here is a place where sick bhiksus and bhiksus who
would take care of them, as well as many other bhiksus, live, it is clearly a residence for
bhiksus. Therefore, if the original word behind is stQpa, it would be strong suppor­
tive evidence for the Hirakawa theory. However, when considering the words translat­
ed in the SaddkprmapundarTkasatra, we cannot determine whether the original behind
was stQpa, vihara, or samgharSma. The SarvAstivAda Vinaya that KumArajlva
translated with the help of Punyatara $and others also includes a case in which 
the original behind ^5^ cannot be determined. The SarvAstivAda Vinaya (T. 1435
(xxili), 279b3) contains the following account:
One man donated blended incense to the Buddhist community. . . . The Buddha
ordered the bhiksus to apply the incense to the walls of the monastery, and the
bhiksus applied it to the exterior wall. Many people came and saw the 1$^, and
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Hirakawa's argument concerning the term of the lay Buddhists' resi­
dence is quite complicated. He touches upon a similar issue in his ex­
amination of the Pratyutpannasamddhi-sQtra in which the
name of the place where the lay Bodhisattvas observe the eight com­
mandments (AN*)  is mentioned. According to Hirakawa, the follow­
ing terms are found in this sfltra:39
seeing the outside covered in incense they took it for a (stupa of the
Buddha or irUvaka) and many gathered there with their elephants, horses, cattle, 
carts, men and women, and created a great racket, preventing the bhiksus from 
carrying out their seated meditation or sdtra recitation. The Buddha ordered the 
bhiksus to apply the incense to the inner wall instead of the outer wall.
If the original behind A was stQpa, this episode docs noi make any sense, because 
this would mean a siapa built inside another stupa. Therefore, the word in this epi­
sode designates a place where the bhikgus lived. On the other hand, the SarvistivSda 
Vinaya [T. 1435 [xxiu] 41 lai9-20) also includes the phrase
ft# as a direction for a bhiksu when he performs the uposatha ritual alone. There is 
another corresponding phrase [IT. 1435 [xxmi] 160a8-9) which says
Since these phrases mean to clean the facilities within the residence in or­
der of their importance, it is natural to think that the words or *5 mean stupa. If 
this assumption is correct, the original behind in the Sarvastivflda Vinaya could 
either be stQpa or a residence for members of a Buddhist order which existed outside a 
stUpa [a vihOra perhaps), which brings us to the same conclusion as that which was 
drawn from the examination of the SuddharmapnJurtkuMlira.
w A Study of Early Mahayana Buddhism u, pp. 222-224.
40 On this translation, see Paul Harrison, The Samadhi of Direct Encounter with the
Buddhas of the Present: An Annotated English Translation of the Pratyutpanna-
BudcdwSammukhavasthiruSurnad/ii-Stlira. Studia Philologica Buddhica, Monograph 
Series v (Tokyo: The International Institute for Buddhist Studies, 1990): 250-54. For
the passage under discussion in the following, see p. 91, note 2.
41 Paul Maxwell Harrison, The Tibetan Text of the Pruiyutpanna-Buddha-
Satiamukh&vasihita-SamadhiSQtra. Studia Philologica Buddhica, Monograph Series i
[Tokyo: The Reiyukai Library, 1978).
1) Lokak$ema's Banzhou sanmei-jtng in 3
volumes, T. 418 ([XIII] 910b 18):
2) Wrongly attributed to Lokak^ema,40 Banzhou sanmei-jing IO ■
in 1 volume, T. 417 ([XIII] 901b2):
3) Jnanagupta’s Dafengdeng daiji-jing Xianhu-fen k
T. 416 ([Xill] 884a 14):
4) Tibetan translation (Harrison 96.15 = 11C41): gtsug lag khang
(yihdra)
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Based on his discussion of the Ugradattaparipccchu mentioned 
above, Hirakawa claims that here too the original term changed from 
stupa to vihOra. However, as mentioned above, he does not successful­
ly prove that the original term of was sQpa in his discussion of the 
Ugradattapariprcchd. Furthermore, it is hard to believe that the word 
stupa was changed to vihara so frequently in the old sdtras.
Unless Hirakawa can prove that the bodhisattvas' residences were 
called stupa, he cannot claim that they lived in places separate from the 
sectarian monastic communities. Considering the point that frOvaka-
yOna bhik$us lived in such residences, and that bodhisattvas and £ra- 
vakayfinists often had close contact, as Hirakawa himself points 
out, it is more reasonable to think that ordained bodhisattvas and 
srQvakas lived together.42 Stupas may have been built inside sectarian 
communities, or they may have been built outside such communities. 
ln the former case, lay Mahayana Buddhists must have visited the 
sectarian communities to worship the stupa and recite the sutras with 
the ordained bodhisattvas, while in the latter case, both the lay and the 
ordained Mahayana Buddhists must have gathered at the stupa on 
fixed dates for religious activities. Even if we assume that both of these 
cases existed, many of the examples that Hirakawa provides regarding 
stupa worship present no contradictions.
42 A Study of Early MahOyHna Buddhism 11, p. 111.
V
Finally, l would like to examine Hirakawa's point four.
HIRAKAWA'S POINT FOUR
Those who live in a monastic community must observe the same 
Vinaya and conduct all activities together. However, bhik$us of 
the 3r£yakay&na and Mahayana bodhisattvas who adhered to 
totally different doctrines could not have lived together. Fur this 
reason, it is impossible to think that Mahayana Buddhism 
emerged from the sectarian communities.
Whether those who adhered to different doctrines were able to live
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together is the critical issue here. Point four is not based on any particu- 
I ar source. It is a conclusion that Hirakawa drew on the basis of a com­
monsense assumption. If those who adhered to different doctrines were 
to live together in a single community, it would cause friction and con­
frontations, making the smooth progress of a religious life impossible. 
Since the doctrines of Mahayana and those of the SravakayAna are so 
fundamentally different, there is no reason for their respective believers 
to choose to live together. For this reason, the Mahayana communities 
did not live together with the sectarian communities. Such is the logical 
pattern that Hirakawa follows. However, we have to be attentive to the 
fact that what we would like to clarify here is the origin of Mahayana 
Buddhism. If from the first we assume that the Mahayana communities 
emerged independently from the sectarian communities, it may be true, 
as Hirakawa says, that the two separate communities would not have 
gone out of their way to choose to live together. However, if we con­
sider the possibility that Mahayana Buddhism emerged from sectarian 
communities, then early Mahayana Buddhism existed within those sec­
tarian communities. Mahayana Buddhists did not choose to live 
together with the sectarians, but that coexistence was merely the situa­
tion in which, like it or not, they found themselves- Therefore, the 
point we must clarify is not whether Mahayana and fravakayana 
communities could have dwelt together later, but whether, before the 
emergence of Mahayana Buddhism, those who adhered to different doc­
trines could have lived together within sectarian communities. Hiraka­
wa presents several Vinaya examples which prohibit those who adhered 
to different doctrines from living together, but my interpretations of 
these passages are different from those of Hirakawa. I believe these pas­
sages do not, as Hirakawa claims, prohibit those who adhered to differ­
ent doctrines from living together,43 Hirakawa claims that since the
41 To support point four, Hirakawa refers to the Dharmaguptaka Vinaya and the 
Sarv&tivada Vinaya, which say, “If a bhiksu joins a different group on the day of the 
uposafAfl, he will lose his status as a bhiksu” (cf. A Study of Early Mahayana Bud­
dhism H, p. 336), This is not a correct interpretation of the phrase. What the descrip­
tion in the Dharmaguptaka Vinaya means is: If the person who has been authorized by 
a bhiksu who cannot attend the uposatha ritual goes to a different Buddhist communi­
ty, the authorization becomes invalid. On the other hand, the phrase in the Sarvistiva- 
da Vinaya means: If a disciple goes to a different Buddhist community, the dependent 
relationship between the and the disciple will no longer be valid (cf. T. 1428
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pratimokfa recited at the uposatha ritual is different depending on the 
sect to which it belongs, those who belonged to different sects could not 
perform the uposatha ritual together. However, the similarities among 
various prdtimok$a are more striking than the differences. The prOti-
mokjas list approximately 250 transgressions in the order of their 
severity, beginning with the four partjika. Among them, the transgres­
sions from pdrtjika to pratidesantya that entail actual punishments are 
almost rtentical m every prfttimoksa. The reason why the pranmoksas 
seem different in each Vinaya is that the daily instructions ($aik$adhar-
ma) that do not entail any actual punishments vary in each text.44 Even 
Hirakawa admits that these daily instructions are not appropriately 
added to the pratimokja, if we judge from their style.45 Needless to say, 
this does not mean that the daily instructions were not recited at the 
uposatha ritual. They were probably recited with other articles. What is 
important is the fact that even if arUctes that the bhik$us were not 
familiar with were recited, it would not have affected the life in a Bud­
dhist order. Previously I offered a discussion of the relation between 
monastic worship of stQpas and dance, in which I pointed out that care­
ful arrangements were made when a new article was adopted so that it
[xxn] 822b7-10; and T. 1435 [xxiii] 416b29: reason number 4 for is MltfJR
Hirakawa also presents a rule from the Pali Vinaya 0.135; ii.32 -33) (hat says, “a
bhiksu should not go to a monastery of other communities on the day of the upo­
satha.” However, h te not dear what “other communities” (nanosamvasaka) means
here. Furthermore, since bhikjus can visit other communities except for the day of the
uposatha, we may assume that this rule permits bhiksus to live with ndnasamvOsaka. If
this rule were established before the definitional change of asarnghabheda, it cannot be
used as a source to indicate the condition of early MaMy&na Buddhism. Hirakawa
then presents a pile from the Mahl&saka Vinaya (T. 1421 [xxii] 161cl3-14) that says,
“A karma (ecclesiastical action) is not valid when performed according to a different
Dharma or Vinaya.” Hirakawa seems to interpret this to mean a karma performed ac­
cording to the doctrine or discipline of a different sect. However, by looking at the cor­
responding section in the Dharmaguptaka Vinaya (T. 1428 [xxut] 886bl7, which dis­
cusses the “different Dharma or Vinaya” here should be interpreted as
that which does not correspond to the Dharma or Vinaya that the Buddha instructed.
Therefore, it is not a rule established with other sects in mind.
44 Rltsuzo nd Kenkyu M Study of the Vinaya Pitaka] (Tokyo: Sankiho
Busshorin 1970): 434-435.
° A Study of the Vinaya Pitaka, p. 472.
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would not affect the existing pffitimokfa*
46 Sasaki Shizuka ft* “Biku to Gigaku” Jt.fi:£ [Monastic worship of stQ-
pas with music and dance in Vinaya texts], BukkyO Shigaku KenkyQ 34/1:
1-24.
47 “Buddhist Sects in the Atoka Pencod,” Buddhist Studies W#Sfft 18 (1989): 181— 
202; 21 (1992): 157-176; 22 (1993): 167-199; 23 (1994): 55-/00; 24 (1995): 165-225; 25
(1996): 29-63.
I have published several articles on the Buddhist sects in the Atoka 
period.46 7 Through these articles, I have attempted to clarify that the 
unification of the Buddhist communities took place during King 
Atoka's reign, at which time the definition of samghabheda (schism) 
was changed in order to unify those who adhered to different doctrines 
in the name of Buddhism. The definition of samghabheda prior to this 
time was for “those who opposed the teachings of the Buddha to form 
a separate community.” However, with the need to unify different com­
munities without, changing their doctrines, the definition was changed 
to “perform the commutative rituals such as the uposatha separately 
within a single community.” With this change, as long as the commuta­
tive rituals were performed together, even those who adhered to differ­
ent doctrines were able to live together in a single community. That is, 
performing commutative rituals such as the uposatha became the only 
qualification for ordained Buddhists. Therefore, the definitional 
change opened a new path for bhikgus with the commutative qualifica­
tion called prutimuk^a to develop various doctrines in the name of Bud­
dhism. Hirakawa’s point four becomes invalid when considering these 
facts. It was possible for Mahayana and grAvakayAna Buddhists to live 
together,
In this paper, I have reviewed the four major points that support the 
Hirakawa theory, At this point, the validity of these points is not 
confirmed and therefore, there is no contradiction in thinking that 
both bhikgus from within sectarian communities and the unordained 
bodhisattvas who supported them contributed to the development of 
MahAyAna Buddhism. For this paper, I did not cite any materials other 
than those presented by Hirakawa himself. Therefore, I realize that 
some scholars may criticize this work for not being a thorough investi­
gation of the Hirakawa theory. However, I believe that my approach 
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reveals the possibility that the materials Hirakawa presents to prove
that Mahayana. Buddhism emerged from the laity can also be used to
support the theory that the Mahayana emerged from monastic Bud­
dhism. Many scholars have already published studies criticizing the
Hirakawa theory from different viewpoints. The main foci of these
works vary, and therefore it is impossible to draw a single conclusion
from them. Further research on the Hirakawa theory incorporating
these studies is certainly a desideratum.
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